
DMDS Music Video
Send Music Videos Digitally using DMDS
Fast. Flexible. Cost Effective.
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Save money using an efficient and cost effective digital 
delivery system—no more digibeta tapes and wasteful 
packaging!

Save time using a system that accelerates upload time of 
gigantic quality-assured files—no more couriers!

Distribute highest quality standard definition (SD) and high 
definition (HD) files to recipients

Convenient private feedback and approval tools make it 
easy to send messages back and forth between you and 
the recipient.

Send additional revisions of your music video and receive 
feedback at no additional cost.

Online reporting lets you know who has accessed your 
music video.

PLUS, send your music and 
videos to:
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Some of the places DMDS 
delivers to include…

DMDS Music Video™ by YANGAROO Inc. delivers the highest quality 
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Here’s how to set up your DMDS account: 

Online:

Step 1: Go to: www.dmds.com and sign up as a ‘video sender’
Step 2: rvices rep will contact you to set up your account

By Phone:

rvices team at sales@dmds.com or 
arted.
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Why has MTV chosen to receive music video digitally through DMDS?

 
ery of the final broadcast master  

ew
metadata submission process faster and easier by providing consistent and verified data direct into our management systems.

What will it cost me to send a video?

ery. Work 
 

ry of your pricing options:

r. 
rv rvices representative for more details.

DMDS Pro: 

What’s been said?

as importantly the results are effective. used on several video submissions so 
far and have been very pleased with the responses.”

Steven Gottlieb
deo Static

“By implementing s cutting-edge we will enhance the efficiency 
and cost-effectiveness of our music video delivery process while significantly reducing its 
environmental impact.”

Emilienne Gray
. 


